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Hoax refers to a falsehood of news, meaning that the news delivered or distributed is false. It is frequently interpreted as something that is untrue, false, lying, fraud, or others. In today globalization era, with the development of technological knowledge, it comes to be simple to rapidly access important news and information. In other words, communication today is very important for enabling people to access news.

This research used a normative approach method by means of literature study, the phase of which used primary, secondary and tertiary legal materials in which to supplement secondary data, it was obtained through literature, by systematically analysing books, journals and other materials.

Law of Indonesian Electronic, Information and Transactions (ITE) No. 19 of 2016 regulates about the spread of hoax news concerning with the change to Law No. 11 of 2008 concerning about Information and Electronic Transactions. In Islamic law the sanction for those spreading the hoax news is Takzir, a punishment in the form of unlimited escort, unlimited confinement as long as the hoax spreader can show repentance, good personality or it is until the death sentence.
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